Animals (2-3)
Word-family map

herd

shepherd
shepherd dog
shepherd's pie
herd immunity

herd's
herds
herded
herding

herder
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Animals (2-3)
Word-family map

- trap
- trap's
- traps
- trapped
- trapping
- trap door
- bear trap
- trapper
- trappings
- entrap
- entraps
- entrapped
- entrapping
- entrapment
Animals (2-3)
Word-family map

newborn → born → unborn
reborn
inborn
Animals (2-3)
Word-family map

- forest's
- forests'
- forests
- forested
- foresting

- forest fire

- forest

- forester
- forestry

- unforested
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Animals (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

One night, a noise woke me up. There in the moonlight stood a huge **buck**. He looked right at me, then lowered his head to drink, as if I wasn’t there at all. (The raft)

when an animal jumps in a special way when scared or angry (v)

One day Jim offered to try to ride the black horse. But Thunderbolt began to **buck** and rear when he saw Jim with a rope. He thinks you're one of the cowboys that chased him! cried Billy. (Blaze and Thunderbolt)

**buck**

a male deer (n)

slang - a dollar (n)

"How much is it?"
The salesgirl tapped the cage again. "70 **bucks**." (Sandwich money)
Animals (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Ducks, geese, and other plant-eaters have flat beaks, or **bills** that help them pick up slippery food. *(Kingdoms of living things)*

**beak (n)**

**bill**

**bill**

a paper that tells how much you must pay for something you bought or used (n)

Mr. Cott paid the **bill** for four haircuts. *(Class clown)*

"They must have some money, for the girl paid for the bread with a dollar **bill**." *(The boxcar children)*

"You can't pay the teachers their money? That's not right." He said teachers need money to pay their **bills**. *(Detroit teachers call in sick)*
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